Effect of double bonds on the conducting properties of ciguatoxin 3C and tetrahydropyrane-based polymers: a theoretical study.
The electronic structure of the ciguatoxin 3C is analyzed through the Kohn-Sham model by using two different kinds of basis sets: localized basis set (Gaussian functions) and nonlocalized basis set (plane wave functions). With the localized basis functions, two approximations are used for the exchange-correlation functional: the local density approximation and the generalized gradient approximation. With the nonlocalized basis set, just the local density approximation is used. The energy gap, obtained from the frontier molecular orbitals, for this molecule predicts that this system is a semiconductor, even when the number of double bonds is increased inside the structure. However, as large molecules built with the basic unit--the tetrahydropyrane--of the ciguatoxin 3C are found in nature, it suggests studying the gap in polymeric systems built with the basic unit of this molecule. It is demonstrated that the presence of double bonds reduces considerably the gap, indicating the possibility of forming conducting materials by introducing double bonds in this kind of molecular systems. Thus, molecules strongly linked with biological systems can be used as precursor to build electric conducting systems.